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Recap  
The Changing Concept of the Child as a Learner 
 

The Changing Concept of the Child as a 
Learner 

 Child as scientist (Piaget) 
Active learning experiences 

 Child as apprentice(Vygotsky & Bruner) 
 Zone of Proximal Development 
 Scaffolding of an adult 
 Spiral Curriculum 
 Each child is unique- requires curricular flexibility 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recap on what we have learned….We have changed our understanding of what a child is- they learn through activities, that they need the guidance  of more able peers/adults- communication techniques are core to learning because communication is core to learning. We need to understand about child cognitive development- concrete objects to pictures to symbols- to communicate effectively. Introduce children to increasingly complex concepts as they develop but there no point at which a topic or activity cannot be introduced- we’ve seen clips to illustrate this and there will be more clips to illustrate the points we are making.For this session today we are looking at how all that theory about how a child learns is linked to the learning environment. How the culture, ethos and philosophy drives what we do and why we do it.



The Wizard of Oz 

Campsie View’s Journey 
 Perceptions of Special Schools 
 Yellow Brick Road? 
 Six Lane Motorway 
 Our Route to Improvement – the pot of 

Gold/Rainbow 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where we started- fewer children. We were still looking for a curriculum- 10 A4 pages- 4-18- progress was slowWe did have other professionals involved but it was less formalized- now have SLA- there shared and collaborative understanding of how we work and why. Things have speeded up- what Carole has learned is that time is precious and we need become proficient at focused working to ensure we are realizing the child’s ZPD and potential to learn.Our more focused approach is changing the perceptions of special schools as we are being seen to identify children’s learning styles and their individual needs- our national curriculum and Scotland’s Standards in Schools.

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://h2one2.files.wordpress.com/2009/05/the-wizard-of-oz.jpg&imgrefurl=http://h2one2.wordpress.com/2009/05/16/four-horsemen-of-the-apocalypse-represented-as-droogs/&usg=__xBa793wv02ffsDq2SnmGt8-jsUo=&h=768&w=1024&sz=93&hl=en&start=31&tbnid=xV037vn8EK8a4M:&tbnh=113&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=wizard+of+oz&gbv=2&ndsp=20&hl=en&sa=N&start=20�


Batman and Robin 

Vision and Leadership 
 School Ethos 
 Shared Vision, School Aims/Mission 

Statement 
 The School Improvement Plan 
 Leadership Capacity 
 Teamwork 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this all mean for Campsie View?Significant part of school- ethos etcBatman and Robin are HT and DHT. We facilitate the development of the school by responding to the needs of pupils and teachers and parents. In the same way Batman and Robin respond to the needs of their community- we don’t dictate we steer and support. How do we do this? Why do you need to know this? In Bulgaria you are developing new resources and we have learned ( and continue to learn) what works for us and we felt that it was important to share that. You may reinterpret some of our ideas within a Bulgarian context but we thought it would be helpful to show how our overall aims and vision for the children is articulated and influences the teaching and learning. Mission statement (which is shared vision and school aims)Equalities agendaCPD for staff- lifelong learningTranslates into SIPClips of staffPippa can you put in link to mission statement



Film Clips 

 Lewis in the Sensory Studio. 
 

 Lewis exercising! 
 

 Lewis having lunch. 
 

 Lewis dancing with Rebecca. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tomorrow- we will be looking at the children’s programmes and processes within school to support this and you will meet the team around the child.Most importantly, we will be talking more about how parents work in partnership with us.
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